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Sign into the Stickerboard platform. No password. Just your email address. 

WWW.LETSTICK.TO  

Then check your email for a confirmation email and click on the link to confirm your 
email address. Now you are all set to CREATE YOUR STICKERBOARD!
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Retrieve your FREE Stickerboard CODE (like a ticket) and / or purchase additional 
CODES.  www.letsticktogether.com --> Shop --> Virtual Stickerboards. 

For your FREE Code, ‘purchase’ 1 Stickerboard for $5. Then add CODE: VIRTUAL 
at checkout for the $5 for be refunded. To purchase CODES, just pull down to see 
the various bundle options, for example 10 Stickerboards for $12, or 25 for $20.
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You will receive 2 emails. You can ignore the first one - it is only a receipt.  The 
second email with the subject: CREATE YOUR STICKERBOARDS contains your 
CODE(S). If you get more then one CODE, copy the list into a word document or 
spreadsheet, and be sure to remove a CODE from the list once you have used it. 

This email also contains links to two tutorial emails which reiterate the information here.
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-  Go to WWW.LETSTICK.TO
-  Copy and paste ONE Code into the REDEEM My Sticker Code field.
-  Choose an image from the gallery - give it a title but don’t give the image away
- Also add your name - both of these can be changed later.  
- Then click Let’s Go!, and confirm the image. 
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Configure your dashboard - here you can limit how many stickers each participant 
address each day (optional) and add a final message that everyone will see when 
the Stickerboard is completed.  

IMPORTANT - Every time you change anything in the dashboard, 
MAKE SURE TO CLICK: SAVE
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Retrieve and SHARE the unique invitation link for your Stickerboard.  Anyone 
with this link can add ‘stickers’ to your Stickerboard - no registration or sign-in 
required for participants.  Your Invitation link will look something like this:  

              https://letstick.to/session/17c32034

HOW TO CREATE AND SHARE YOUR STICKERBOARDS
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